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Solving Big Problems: UX of Voting

• Voting machine 
technology have 
become digital and 
that presents more 
UX problems then 
before.

• UX has the solution 
for correcting user 
error, and in voting 
that is the difference 
between success and 
failure.



Impact of Voting

Have a say in how your city is run
 Mayor and Alderman impact how things run in my city

 City school board elections impact the environment children 
experience in school, their budget impacts the taxes I pay each year

 My city voted on whether to ban leaf blowers in the summer months

 Value of municipal bonds impacted by economic health of my city as 
a result of all of above 

Help decide what laws are passed
 This year my state voted on whether to legalize marijuana and  

whether to fund charter  

 Last year Oregon voted on whether to require GMO labeling on food



Voting Machines



Automatic Voting Machine

 Pull the handle to close the curtain
 Turn the voting levers over the names 

of your chosen candidates to expose X-
safety mechanism where built in to 
keep a voter from spoiling their vote

 Pull the handle back to register your 
vote and reopen the curtains.

 Mechanism built in to lock out other 
candidates for a race once a vote is 
made  and built to last decades



Pull level machine (punchcard technology)



Finger Electronic voting



• Digital voting 
machines are 
aging out and 
some are over 10 
years old.

• Would you trust 
your important 
work ot a 
computer that was 
10 years old?



Vote Recorded Feedback

Do all voters 
understand 
these words?



Optical Scan Paper Ballot



VVPAT

 Voter Verified Paper Trail



Voter Verified Paper Trail



How does UX Effect Voting?



How Does UX Effect Voting

Usability Factors

 Useful

 Usable

 Findable

 Credible

 Desirable

 Accessible

 Valuable

Impact of errors and misuse have quality of life implications.



Aging Voting Machines

 Aging machines create errors

 Create situations were users            
might create errors

 Impact voter’s trust                                   
in the voting system



Voting Machine Accessibility

 Federal requirements state all voting machines must 
be accessible for any voter



When Did it Become Important?

 Original voting machines were mechanical, a 
technology designed to last decades. Design was 
considered less important for mechanical machines. 
CASE STUDY: Butterfly ballot showed that to be 
wrong.

 Today voting technology has evolved and computers 
were used to count and record votes. 

 Digital technology needs UX even more,  where bad 
design creates confusion that lead to user error.



Case Study: 2000 USA 
Presidential Election



2000 Presidential Election

 Florida recount because of the tight race.

 Hanging and pregnant chads on the butterfly ballot



Ballot Design 



Two page design caused confusion



Butterfly Ballot



Hanging Chads



Florida Recount

 http://www.nytimes.com/2001/11/12/politics/12VOTE.html
Study of Disputed Florida Ballots Finds Justices Did not Cast the 
Deciding Vote  by Ford Fessenden and John M. Broder, published 
New York Times, November 12, 2001.

 Review by independent consortium, looking at the broader group of 
rejected ballots, found that Mr. Gore might have won if the courts 
had ordered a statewide recount of all the rejected ballots

 “In addition, the review found statistical support for the complaints 
of many voters, particularly elderly Democrats in Palm Beach 
County, who said in interviews at the the election that confusing 
ballot designs may have led them to split their ballots by voting for 
more then one candidate.”

http://www.nytimes.com/2001/11/12/politics/12VOTE.html


Help America Vote Act 2002



Help America Vote Act

 Human Factors 



UX Voting Projects



National Institute of Science and Technology

 Voting technology 
requirements

 Voting machine 
certification

 Appointments on the 
Election Action 
Committee technical 
working groups, 
including human factors. 
The results of these 
groups develop into 
guidelines and 
regulations for voting 
machines.



Design for Democracy

 http://www.aiga.org/design-for-democracy/



MIT-CalTech Voting Technology Project



Voting Methodology



Healthy Democracy-Citizens Initiative Review

Bentley User Experience 
Center worked with Penn 
State to study Voter’s guide
A total of 60 interviews 
were conducted in:
 Portland, Oregon
 Denver, Colorado

Findings were that people 
found the new Citizen’s 
Initiative Review helpful 
but not completely 
trustworthy and more work 
needs to be done to make it 
trust worthy



Brennan Center



Center for Civic Design

 http://centerforcivicdesign.org/



Anywhere Ballot

 Designed to answer the question 
“What is anyone could vote on any 
device?

 Center of Civic Design created a 
responsive ballot that was designed to 
be device agnostic.

 CCD did rapid iterative testing starting 
with a paper prototype and then a 
working digital version between 
November 2012 and January 2013.

 By January 2015 the team had address 
screens and created patterns.

 Anywhereballot.com



Anywhere Ballot Pattern Library
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What Can You Do



Participate

 Take something off the table in the debate about problems in 
our voting systems- make sure the voting technology works

 See the list on Center for Civic Design                    
http://civicdesign.org/make-a-difference/

 Join NIST Human Factors Public Working Group

 Investigate/Volunteer/Publish/Blog 
 Do the district report problems with the voting machines?  
 Do pollworkers find the technology hard? Become a pollworker to find 

out.
 Does the technology need constant attention like calibration etc. 

Volunteer and help others know about this problem so we can get 
machines upgraded.

http://civicdesign.org/make-a-difference/




Become Engaged

 Communicate 
with your 
representatives 
and tell them 
how you feel

 Save the EAC!



ANY QUESTIONS?

Thank you

erosenzweig@bentley.edu
781.891. 2032  


